Documents to guide physicians facing ethical dilemmas
https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy10896

Policy Type: Policy resolution  
Date: 2013-Aug-21  
Topics: Ethics and medical professionalism  
Resolution: GC13-103

The Canadian Medical Association will create and distribute an inventory of existing documents to guide physicians facing ethical dilemmas within the context of their professional practices.

Conscientious objection
https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy10897

Policy Type: Policy resolution  
Date: 2013-Aug-21  
Topics: Ethics and medical professionalism  
Resolution: GC13-72

The Canadian Medical Association supports the right of any physician to exercise conscientious objection when faced with a request for medical aid in dying.

Russian Federation's legislation banning "propaganda of non-traditional sexual relations"
https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy10911

Policy Type: Policy resolution  
Date: 2013-Aug-21  
Topics: Ethics and medical professionalism  
Resolution: GC13-104

The Canadian Medical Association condemns the Russian Federation's legislation banning "propaganda of non-traditional sexual relations."
The Canadian Medical Association expresses its deep concern about the safety of Dr. Tarek Loubani as well as Mr. John Greyson, and urges Canadian officials to ensure due and fair process as well as physical and emotional safety for those two individuals.